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Polynomial Approach to Conversion 
between Laplace and Z Transforms 
ZDENEK VOSTRY 
In this paper a new numerical approach to some problems in the Laplace and % transforma-
tions is presented. The mathematical background is the congruence of analytic functions modulo 
a polynomial [1] and hence we obtain fewer operations in comparison to known matrix methods 
for similar problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
The procedures given below can be used for the inverse Laplace transformation, 
for finding suitable sampling period and time delay between the input and output 
of continuous linear systems in digital control by using digital simulation etc. All 
procedures have been tested on the IBM 370/135 computet using the PL/I language. 
The main results are summarized in Theorems 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 13. 
Now we summarize some notation and topics which are mentioned more precisely 
in [1]. References to theorems and definitions in [1] will be written as "Theorem 3/1". 
Consider a polynomial m(z) = m0 + mxz + ... mBmz
dm with real coefficients and 
degree dm > 0. Then the set Ji = {z : m{z) = 0} is called the spectrum of the 
polynomial m. 
Let functions/, g be analytic on Ji. Then /and g are congruent modulo m, written 
/ = g mod m, if there exists a function h analytic on Ji such that / = g + hm. 
For any function / analytic on J? only one polynomial r exists such that 
f = r mod m , dr < dm . 
The polynomial m is called the modulus. The operation which yields such polynomial 
r is called the reduction of/ modulo m and it is denoted as 
[jL = 
Denote &m the set of all functions analytic or having at worst removable singularities 293 
on Jt. 
PROPERTIES OF REDUCTION MODULO m 
Let a modulus m, dm > 0, and functions j , g analytic on Jl be given. Then for 
[ j ] m =
 fl, [ a ] m = b and any complex number X the next equations hold: 
(1) [ j + _ ] - = [j]„, + [_]_ = « + * , 
(2) [Aj]m = A[/]_ = Aa , 
(3) [j3]m = [[ jLW„,L=[aH„, 
(4) if //a is analytic on ^# then 
Ldm L W I I L*l ' 
If the function j is a polynomial then the reduction of j modulo m produces the re­
mainder after dividing j by m. 
Procedures for the computation of [ j ] m for the functions In (z), e**, Jx, x
k with k 
real, and for bja, b . a with a, b polynomial are described in [1]. 
Consider a modulus m, dm > 0, and a function j analytic on Jt. The anihilating 
polynomial of the function j modulo m, denoted by J^[ j ] m , is a nonzero polynomial 
p = p0 + P\X + . . . pkx
k with minimal degree for which [p(j)]„, = 0. It is evident 
that an anihilating polynomial exists and that dp ^ dm. 
Now we introduce a new operation: 
(5) (Щ =l im4jJ 
\ a / , --» a 
_ = £І_І, 
where k = = ða, 
[ j ] a =
 co + c i x + • • 
,. „fe-1 
• C k - l Л 
and the subscript x denotes the variable with respect to which the operation <->x 
is performed. The definition of this new operation corresponds to Theorem 13/1 
which gives the following equality 
(6) ± r . * - / _ _ - ) , 
2rt}Jwa \ a /_ 
where |'(a) denotes the contour integral JV, where ^ is a closed curve such that all zeros 
of a lie inside % and the function j is analytic inside and on % (see Example 3/1). 
294 Assumption. In applications only polynomials with real coefficients are considered. 
Theorem 1. Let a, b, c be polynomials in variable z such that 
- I > " ] « \ = I- _ c z " ] * \ f o r n = 0,1, 2, . . . , (da - 1). 
Then [_]„ = [c] a . 
Proof. Let 
M _ - /» = A> + j?iz + • • • /V*, 
[c]_ = y = y0 + 7 i - + • • • 7„z*, fc = 3_ - 1 . 
Since the operations [•]., <•>_ are linear, we can write 
(;[(Ь-c)z"] в) = 0 , 
-[(И„-H_)-И]Д =o, 
!= 4 ( ^ - 7 ) 4 = o . 
a 
Consider n = 0. Then from (l) we obtain 
/ = AL__J__ = O, a t + 1 + 0 
flfc+l 
and hence fik = yk. 
Using this procedure for n = 1, 2, . . . , k we obtain /?fc_, = yk_,, /? t_2 = y„_2, • • • 
...,P0 = y0. Hence p = y. 
Theorem 2. (Inverse function). Let a polynomial a, da > 0, and a function F e i ^ 
be given. If the anihilating polynomial of the function E(z) modulo d(z), denoted 
by a = ^ [ E ] ^ , has the property 3a = da, then the inverse function <P exists such 
that 
(7) [ ^ ( - ) ) ] - ( . ) = W.(z)-
Proof. Denote 
[F(-)]_ = / o + / i z + • • • + A z \ fc = _a - 1 
and 
(8) [ F i ( z ) ] _ = L , 0 + A t Z + . . . ' + / , , » _ * , i = 0,l,...,k, fc+1. 
Then the polynomial a = J^[F(s)]_ ( s ) = 00 + 0^+ . . . + aks
k + ak+ls
k+1 is given 
by the equation (see COMPUTING THE ANIHILATING POLYNOMIAL/l) 
(i) I 1 ji ,0 • • • fk,o fk+1,0 
0 ji,i • • • j*,i A + 1,1 
0 jl,2 • • • fk,2 jfc+1,2 
P fl,k • • • fk,k fk+i,k. 
It is evident that da = da if and only if the rank of the above matrix is equal to 
k + 1 = da. Write $ = <p0 + <p_s + . . . + cpks
k. Then the property [<f(E(z))]_ = 
= [z] a gives for da > I the next equation 
po "0" 
a_ 0 
« 2 = 0 
Lak+\_ 0_ 
(9) "1 ji.o 
O/1.1 
0 j l , 2 
• • Jk,0 
• • / _ . ! 
• • / _ . _ 
[<Po~ 0" 
<P1 1 
<P2 = 0 
LФŁ_ 0. Loji,, 
If da = 1 then <t> = cp0 only. Consider 8a = ca. Then (i) has no nontrivial solution 
for ak+1 = 0. Hence the rank of the matrix in (9) is equal to k + 1 and the inverse 
function <P is defined as the polynomial with degree less than da. 
Theorem 3. Let real polynomials 5, a and a function F(z) be given such that 
db < da and [E(z)]_ exists as a polynomial with real coefficients. Then for the real 
sequence h0, «\, Ti2, • • • given by 
(10) * i - Q [«-*(-)]-) > i = 0,1,2,.. 
the next formulas hold. 
(11) ҺІ = ß[bp%\ , i = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Һt = Ä, for i = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
where 
a = ^ [ E ] _ = a0 + axp + ... a„p" + an+1p" 
b = b0 + btp + . . . + b„p", 
ah bt are real coefficients, 
(12) 
»-J 
b„-j = __ak+j+1hk, for ; = 0, 1, . . . , n , 
*=o 
(13) 
b _ » h, 
a iҺpi + 1' 
Proof. First, let us establish the correspondence between (11) and (13). Consider 
i = «s . = o \ _ [ _ s ! + 1Ja/p \als-p_\Jp 
using 
- _ H = -
s i=o\sJ s — p 
for \p\s\ < 1. Second, we show that 
- ______ b_s_ 
,4 si + 1 o(s) 
using simple algebraic operations and the next properties 
[«] a __ 0 , /-- [_]A = 0 if db < da - 1 . 
Write 
________ _H_L + __£) - _(_) = *>(-)/-(-)--GO + j * M \ +
 bM ~ Kg) 
s - p s - p 
Hence 
'P 
s - p «(-) s - p s - p s - p 
_ _ _ ] \ _=fe(«)/pW-«(p)]\ =Mi). 
- Pia/p a(s) \a\_ s - p iJ„ a(s) 
Third equations (12) in matrix notation read 
к 1 ~K ' 
K K-i 
K-i ь, 
ІЛ _>o _ 
(14) 
a2fl3 an+l 0 
A„ a „ + 1 0 
_fl„+1 0 0 0 
It is evident that the equation (14) defines the first part of long division of b by a and 
hence a polynomial b can be found such that ht = ht for i = 0, 1, . . . n. To prove 
hi — h; for i > n we use the next properties 
aihi+jai=(P[b
dipi + >ail) =(P[bpJal) = 0 , 
•'=o \fl <-=o / „ \a /„ 
for/ = 0 ,1 , . . . , and similarly 
I *i+fli = (~Vbt afi+jl) = (~ [BF[ £ «^'],]A = 0 , 
i=o \a i = o / , \ a i=o / , 
for) = 0 , 1 , . . . , 
because 
da 
[I-.*']. = o 
i = 0 
due to a = ^ [ E ] ^ . 
Theorem 4. Let polynomials fi, a and a function E(z) e J5^ be given such that 
Bb < da and the anihilating polynomial of E(z) modulo a, denoted by a = .j2/[E(z)]^, 
has the property da = da. Then there exists the polynomial b and the function <P(p) 
such that 
(15) 8b < da , 
(16) ( - ^ 6 F ' ^ ) - ( f - * ^ ) ' * - 0 . 1 » 2 . - . 
(17) ( ~ ^ ) = ( f [**(?) ] . ) • ' - 0 , 1 . 2 , . . . , 
(is) w - m - [ - ] . • 
Proof. Properties (15) and (16) follows from Theorem 3. Using Theorem 2, the 
function $ is defined as the inverse function of E by (8) and (9). Consider 
MP)1 - I M r • 
r=0 
Then using (18) 
w n # = [4-
Put 
flj = I lW;, , / ! ,= ( - [£ I"(z)]a) > r = 0 1, 2, . . . da - 1 , ; = 0, 1, 2, . . . 
then 
^-/![SaEV;,^)]A = /^~'V 
298 and from (16) 
9j = (l[bY^f\) ~(p-b*\p)i) • 
I p 
Hence the formula (17) follows and the proof is complete. 
Remark 1. Considering b, a, <P instead of h, a, F we have 
a = d\*\, [F($(P))1 = IPI • 
LAPLACE TRANSFORMATIONS-TRANSFORMATION) 
Define the sequence g0, gx, g2 . . . by 
9i--(Z{bp%y i = 0,1,2,... 
where b, a are polynomials and db < da. Then by Theorem 3 
y Jb- = -
i=op i + 1 a 
Consider the function f(t) for which d*j(f)/dz'|(=0 = gh i = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Using 
the Taylor series at t = 0 we have 
Ao-£«.i|-t-r.E^n\-('[»-T. 
; = o i\ \a L i = o i! Ja/P \a 
Hence the Laplace transform of f(t), denoted by £?(f(i)), is equal to b(p)ja(p) because 
•srtY/i!) = i/pi+1. 
Theorem 5. Let polynomials b, a, db < da, with real coefficients be given. Then the 
inverse Laplace transform of bja, denoted as i? _ 1 (b/a) , is the real-valued function 
f(t) given by 
(19) A0-(f[*eT. 
Moreover 
(20) *LM = (l-pibe,n\ , , = 0,1,2, .... 
d t ' \fl / , 
Proof. The formula (19) follows from the above discussion. To proove (20) the 
linearity of operations [•]„ and <•> is sufficient. The function j(r) is real valued 
since [ep t] a is a polynomial with real coefficients. 
^"-TRANSFORMATION 
Define the sequence g0, gu g2 , . , by 
9i = I*- lBz%\ . ' = 0, 1, 2, ... , 
where 5, a are polynomials and dB < da. Then from the definition of the ^-trans-
formation and from Theorem 3 it follows that 
V -I zB 
>=o a 
Theorem 6. Let polynomials B, a, dB < da, with real coefficients be given. Then 
the inverse ^-transform of zBjd, denoted as S~x(zB\a), is the real sequence given by 
(21) Qi = l
Z- [ 5 z f ] A , i = 0, 1, 2 
CONVERSIONS BETWEEN if AND S TRANSFORM 
(SAMPLING PROCESS) 
Only the polynomials with real coefficients are considered. 
Theorem 7 (jSf => Z\ Let polynomials b, a, db < da, and a real number T, the 
sampling period, be given. Denote f(t) = if ~i(b\a). Then the sequence {/(nT)}"=0 
has the ^-transform in the form zBjd, where 
(22) a = ^[tpT]a, 
B = B0 + Byz + . . . + B„z", n = da - 1 , 
& „ - i = " l < W A . J' = 0,1, . . . , n , 
fc=0 
,1fc = Arfte^A , fc = o,i,...,«. 
The proof of this theorem follows from Theorem 3 on using F(p) = epT and b, a 
instead of B, a. 
Theorem 8 (2£ => jSf). Let polynomials B, a, dB < da and a real number T, the 
sampling period, be given. Denote {g0, gu . . . } = %~
l(zB\a). Then the sufficient 
300 condition for the existence of real polynomials b, a, db < da such that f(t) = 
= JSP_1 (ft/a) and/(nT) = g„ n = 0,1, 2, ... is da = 3d, a - .-/[In z/T] a. 
Proof. Consider the sequence {/i0, hu . . .} given by 
^ ^ [ 5 ( T ) 1 > . ' -0'1'2--
It is evident that n ; is real if [In z ] a is real. Using Theorem 3 for E = In z/Twe obtain 
where ft, a are given by a = .s/[ln z/T] a and (10), (12). 
Due to the fact that da = 3d. Theorem 4 can be used with E(z) = In zJT. Then 
from (18) <P(p) = epT follows. The equation (16) gives b, a (see Theorem 3), and (17) 
satisfies gn = f(nT), n = 0,1,2, .... 
Remark 2. The condition da = da, a = .s/[ln z/T] . is equivalent to the condition 
d(X) =f= 0 for X ^ 0. The principal value of In z is used and this single-valued function 
is analytic in the complex plane with the nonpositive real axis deleted. From this and 
from the property of the anihilating polynomial the above equivalence follows, 
(see Remark l/I and d In z/dz 4= 0). 
ONE-TO-ONE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN Sf AND % 
TRANSFORMS 
Find the condition under which dj-/[E(s)]a = da if a polynomial d is given. 
Denote 
a = n(z-z.r, 
; = i 
where z ; is a zero of a and n ; is its multiplicity. By Theorem l/I and Remark l/I 
we have the following conditions 
(24) E(z;) * F(zj) for z ; * z,., 
* 0 . 
dz z = z . 
Under these conditions 
dE 
(25) if n ; > 1 then — 
 
a = П(z-E(z;)Г 
and da = dâ. 
Put F(p) = e p T . Then the condition (25) is satisfied for all complex z,. Condition 301 
(24) gives 
eZ i T #= e
Z j T for z, * z ; 
hence 
z , 4 = z ( + ^ i , fc = . . . , - 2 , - 1 , 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . J T 
; 
Theorem 9. Let a polynomial a(p) = Y\ (p — P,)"'> Pi =t= Pj f° r ' + j be given 
i = i 
such that |lm pt\ < nJT. Then no zero of a = ^ [ e
p T ] „ lies on the nonpositive real 
axis and a = ,s/[ln z\T\. 
Proof. By the assumptions, e P i T 4= e P j T for pt #= pj follows and using Remark 
1 /I we can write 
a = f l ( z - e P ' T -
i = l 
Since e P i T 4= X, X :g 0 the principal value of In z gives l n e P i T / T = r>; and hence 
a = .-/[In z/T] a . 
Theorem 10 (if <*• if). Let a real T and a function /(f) be given such that 
~^(/(0) = ^/ a ' &> a polynomials, and for any zero p ; of a(p) the inequality |lm pt\ < 




(27) (lu*n>) -A0-/!«-n\. 
« (S^.-^-^CFO'-*]).-
Proof. The expression (26) follows from Theorem 7. The left-hand equality in (27) 
and (28) follow from Theorem 5. Now we prove 
Put 
Л0-(^- , д ]-
,«/r = y flflA" -
„=1,1 Tj n!" 
302 Define the function g(t) by 
Then 
lz [~, /In zV"| \ _ d' g(i) ш\- dť 
is evident by the property of the Taylor series. It is clear from the property of the 
principal value of In z that £P(g(if) = djc, where c, d are given by Theorem 3, and 
for any zero p' of c(p) = ja/[ln p/T] a the inequality |lm pt\ < nJTholds. Hence c = a 
and it follows from (27) with t = nT that d = b. Moreover, f(t) = g(t) on using 
Theorem 8. Differentiating (27) with respect to t, (28) is obtained and the proof 
is complete. 
Remark 3. The conditions of Theorem 10 are the conditions for one-to-one 
correspondence between the i? and & transforms in the sampling process. 
HALF AND DOUBLE SAMPLING PERIOD 
Theorem 11. (3£ =*• HE). Let polynomials b, a, db < da be given. Denote 
Then 
< ' • > • - * - ' ( т ) -
*({/»).--.) - -
where 
(29) c(z2) = a ( z ) f l ( - z ) , 
(30) z>d(zi) = *2(b(z)a(-z)-b(-z)a(z)). 
Proof. Write 
iMň = ho + hyz-i + Һ2Z~
2 + ..., 
a(z) 
^ ^ = h 0 - h ^ + , г 2 z -
2 - . . . 
a(-z) 
then 
2\a(z) a(-z) 2 a ( z ) a ( - z ) 
and the proof is complete. 
Theorem 12. Consider a function f(t) and a sampling period T by Theorem 10. 
Let _r({/(nT)};_o) = zdjc, dd < dc. Then &({f(n(TJ2)}^0) = zb\a, where a is the 
spectral factor of c(z2) (all zeros of a(z) lie in the right half of the complex plane) 
and b is the solution of the "symmetric" polynomial equation (30). Algorithms for 
spectral factorization (29) and the solution of "symmetric" polynomial equation (30) 
are given in [3]. 
Proof. Consider Theorem 4 with B = d, a = c, F(z) = <Jz. Write 
zb 2 , , _. zd zB 2, 
a ;=o c a i=o 
then e; = h2i by (16) and $(z) = z
2 is the inverse function of F(z) = yjz by (18) 
with respect to the properties of the function f(t) which implies that no zero of c(z) 
lies on the nonpositive real axis and hence 5_/[x /z] c = dc. 
From this polynomial a = ^ [ ^ / z ] , . has no zero on the imaginary axis and equa-
i 
tion (30) has only one solution (see [3]). Denoting c = f ] (z — z,)"' we obtain a = 
I i = l 
= TJ(z - TJZI)"' by the property of the anihilating polynomial of *Jz modulo c. 
i = l 
Hence a(z) coincides with the above mentioned spectral factor of c(z2). 
To complete this proof denote Se(f(i)) = sjr. Then c = ^ [ e p T ] r and a = ^ [ e
p ( T / 2 ) ] r . 
If the conditions of Theorem 10 are satisfied for T, then they are satisfied for T/2, too. 
Theorem 13. Consider a function /(() and a sampling period T by Theorem 9. 
Let _?({/(nT)>n°_0) = zbja, db < da. Then %{f((n + e) T)}„°_0 = zdja, where 
(31) d = [._•]. . 
Proof. By Theorem 9 
/((* + a) T) = (I [ f e z V ] ^ = ^ [[bz ' ] az"] ay , „ = 0, | , 2, . . . . 
Putting 
d = \bz% 
the proof is completed. 
304 CONVERSIONS BETWEEN SS AND Z TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
Consider b(s)\a(s), db ^ da as the J5?-transfer function of a given continuous plant, 
and a sampling period T. 
As it is known, the iST-transfer function of b(s)ja(s) for H(s) = (l - e~s7)/s 
(zero-order holder) has the form d(z)jc(z), dd g dc, where 
, *y,..=^({/(^)}.°°=.) 
(z - 1) c(z) 
and 
If 
*(/(')) = % 
s fl(s) 
H ( - ) - ^ ( l - e - 7 
(first-order holder), then the ,2f-transfer function of b(s)\a(s) has the form d(z)\c(z), 
dd ^ dc, where 
r ^ M r = ^({/(«T)}»o) 
(z - l ) 2 c(z) 
and 
Ts a(s) 
AH theorems for conversions between the Sf and J? transforms are applicable in this 
way for transfer functions. 
Example 1. Consider the i?-transfer function b(s)ja(s), b = I, a = 6 + lis + 
+ 6s2 + s3, the sampling period T= 1, time delay between the input and output 
£ = 0-5, and the sampling and holding element 
s 
Compute the iF-transfer function of b(s)ja(s) for the given condition. 
Solution. First, compute the JT-transform of b(s)\(s a(s)) in the form 
( z - l ) c ( z ) 
by using Theorem 7. Then the .^-transfer function of b(s)\a(s) for £ = 0 is given as 
d(z) = 2-095873420 E - 03 + 4-236740183 E - 02z + 4-209674297 E - 02z2 , 305 
c(z) = -2-478752177 E - 03 + 7-484065426 E - 02z - 5-530017928 E -
- Olz2 + z 3 . 
The iř-transfer function of b(s)ja(s) for e = 0-5 can be obtained in the form e(z)\c(z), 
where 
e(z) = [d(z).z%_ÌMz) 
on using Theorem 12: 
e(z) = 1-127862800 E - 04 + 1-391807043 E - 02z + 6-237646413 E - 02z2 + 
+ 1-015269737 E - 02z3 . 
After the inverse procedure, from e(z)jc(z) back to the given ^-transfer function 
b(s)ja(s), the polynomials b, a are computed with the accuracy of fifteen significant 
digits. 
Example 2. Find the properties of the conversion between the S£ and ^-transforms 
for extremely small period T. 
For T-> 0+ we can write e"r = 1 + pT. Consider b(p)\a(p) = Sf(f(t)). Using 
Theorem 5 
(32) f(nT) = (-f~[b(p)(l+pTn(p) 
\a(p) 
The ^-transform of {/(nT)} ™=0 is given as 
fA.I,.-._(J.rK,)fA±£Y| 
» = o W ) L " = ° V z ) M 
For |(l + pT)\z\ < 1 we can write 
S/ (nT ) z -= -E-
a(p) 
K P ) - - ~ 
- i 
- P 
From the proof of Theorem 3 
/_z_Г-^-" \ -&ł 
a(s) \a(p) ls - pja{ 
follows. Hence 
ь'z~{ 






then, as it is evident, 
lim d(z) = (z - if aea , lim b = (z - i f " ' _>,,__, 
r -o + r-»o + 
and 
(34) ! . „ _ ! _ _ _ _ _ * _ _ _ _ - . 
r -o + a (z - _)-___,. 
Hence for extremely small sampling period T, the _F-transform can be converted back 
into the if-transform with some numerical error only, see (34). 
CONCLUSION 
Procedures for conversions between the _5f and _^ transforms developed in this 
paper are suitable, due to small number of operations and high accuracy, for numeri-
cal and theoretical studies of the sampling process in the DDC problems. 
(Received November 8, 1977.) 
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